Abstract. ADIFOR can be used to generate the Jacobians required by VODE in a manner that is easy to use. We provide a template to interface the ADIFOR-generated code with VODE and show how the template is used in a sample system of sti ordinary di erential equations. The ADIFOR-generated code is about 10% faster than the hand-coded Jacobian for this example.
whose full text appears in Section 5. Subroutine g$fex$c is called from the template subroutine VODJAC. The subroutine VODJAC calls the ADIFOR-generated routine g$fex$c and returns the Jacobian in the format expected by VODE.
The user of VODE might have to make two changes in VODJAC. 1 . Replace the value of NEQMAX by the maximum value of NEQ. 2. Replace the call g$fex$c by one of the user-supplied subroutines de ning the right-hand side of the ODE. The locations where these changes should be made are clearly marked in VODJAC, which appears in Section 5.
Then VODE is called, as is shown in Listing 5.
EXTERNAL FEX, VODJAC . . . CALL VODE (FEX,NEQ,Y,T,TOUT,ITOL,RTOL,ATOL,ITASK,ISTATE,  1  IOPT,RWORK,LRW,IWORK,LIW,VODJAC, 
Results
We used the example supplied in the VODE internal documentation. It is a simple chemical kinetics model due to Robinson of a polymerization process in a continuously stirred tank reactor or C-star reactor. It consists of the following three rate equations: dy1/dt = -.04*y1 + 1.e4*y2*y3 dy2/dt = .04*y1 -1.e4*y2*y3 -3.e7*y2**2 dy3/dt = 3.e7*y2**2 on the interval from t = 0:0 to t = 4 10 10 , with initial conditions y 1 = 1:0, y 2 = y 3 = 0. The problem is sti .
Computing the Jacobian by ADIFOR-generated code gave the same answers as the hand-coded Jacobian routine supplied in the example, and it ran 10% faster.
The following is the output from the original sample program, augmented with timing. The following is the output from the same program, except that the Jacobian was computed by using ADIFOR-generated code. Times are on a SPARC 2. The timer resolution is 1/60 sec, so these results are a draw. Next, we inserted a loop in the driving program to perform the solution 50 times, deleted writing the solution, and divided the total elapsed times by 50 to obtain an average solution time. In short, the VODE solution using ADIFOR-generated derivatives gave exactly the same results and executed about 10% faster than the solution using the hand-coded analytic derivatives.
Of course, this is only one example, and a simple one at that. No one should be impressed until we can report similar results on real problems. Nevertheless, this does show that ADIFOR is competitive.
The next section outlines what we did to obtain these results.
Example Main Program
The main program run to produce both of these timings was taken from the internal VODE documentation shown in Listing 6. As noted above, we modi ed the program by 1. inserting timing calls, 2. looping to solve the problem 50 times, and 3. commenting out writing of solution values.
program byrne c Purpose: Driver to call VODE with ADIFOR-generated Jacobian. c Author: George Corliss, 13-JUL-1992, after VODE documentation. c C EXAMPLE PROBLEM C C The following is a simple example problem, with the coding C needed for its solution by VODE. The problem is from chemical C kinetics, and consists of the following three rate equations.. C dy1/dt = -.04*y1 + 1.e4*y2*y3 C dy2/dt = .04*y1 -1.e4*y2*y3 -3.e7*y2**2 C dy3/dt = 3.e7*y2**2 C on the interval from t = 0.0 to t = 4.e10, with initial conditions C y1 = 1.0, y2 = y3 = 0. The problem is stiff. C C The following coding solves this problem with VODE, using MF = 21 C and printing results at t = .4, 4., ... We could modify VODE so that it does expect the interface of g$fex$c, but it is much easier and safer to use the subroutine JEX provided and modify it to call the ADIFOR-generated routine. We provide a template subroutine VODJAC to serve that function (see Listing 9). Inside VODJAC, we need to The lesson here is that ADIFOR is a very useful tool which can relieve a user of VODE from the task of hand-coding a routine for computing the Jacobian. This simple test shows that the correct values can sometimes be computed faster than hand-written code. The ADIFOR-generated code almost always beats di erence quotient approximations, although it did not do so in this example. Further, the ADIFOR-generated code can take advantage of sparsity in the Jacobian, although we have not illustrated that here.
